The Eigenstructure Assignment consists of placing the eigenvalues of a linear system using state feedback and then using any remaining degrees of freedom to align the eigenvectors as accurately as possible (Konstantopoulos & Antsaklis, 1996; Liu & Patton, 1996; Ashari et al., 2005) . Nevertheless there are several limitations, since only linear systems are considered and moreover the effects of uncertainty have been not extensively studied. Robust analysis and control theory is a method to measure performance degradation of a control system when considering system uncertainties (Rollins, 1999; Balas, 2005) . In this framework a concept of structured singular value (i.e -Synthesis) is introduced for including structured uncertainties into control system synthesis as well as for checking robust stability of a system. Adaptive Model Following (AMF) technique has the advantage of strong robustness against parameter uncertainty of the system model, if compared to classical control techniques (Bodson & Grosziewicz, 1997; Kim et al., 2003) . The model following approach has interesting features and it may be an important part of an autonomous reconfigurable algorithm, because it aims to emulate the performance characteristics of a target model, even in presence of plant's uncertainties. Another powerful nonlinear design is Feedback Linearization which transforms a generic non linear system into an equivalent linear system, through a change of variables and a suitable control input (Bharadwaj et al., 1998; Van Soest et al., 2006) . Feedback linearization is an approach to nonlinear control design which is based on the algebraic transformation of nonlinear systems dynamics into linear ones, so that linear control techniques can be applied. More recently an emerging approach, named Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) control, has been developed as a powerful alternative to the classical concept of gain scheduling (Spillman, 2000; Malloy & Chang, 1998; Marcos & Balas, 2004) . LPV techniques are well suited to account for on-line parameter variations such that the controllers can be designed to ensure performance and robustness in all the operative envelope. In this way a gainscheduling controller can be achieved without interpolating between several design points. The main effort (and also main drawback) required by the above techniques is the modelling of a nonlinear system as a LPV system. Several techniques exist but they may require a huge effort for testing controller performances on the nonlinear system. Other modelling techniques try to overcome this problem at the expense of a higher computational effort. Finally in the last decades, a new philosophy has emerged, that is, probabilistic approach for control systems analysis and synthesis (Calafiore et al., 2007; Tempo et al., 1999; Tempo et al., 2005) . In this approach, the meaning of robustness is shifted from its usual deterministic sense to a probabilistic one. The new paradigm is then based on the probabilistic definition of robustness, by which it is claimed that a certain property of a control system is "almost'' robustly satisfied, if it holds for "most" instances of uncertainties. The algorithms based on probabilistic approach, usually called randomized algorithms (RAs), often have low complexity and are associated to robustness bounds which are less conservative than classical ones, obviously at the expense of a probabilistic risk. In this chapter the results of a research activity focused on the comparison between different advanced control architectures for transonic phase of a reentry flight are reported. The activity has been carried out in the framework of Unmanned Space Vehicle (USV) program of Italian Aerospace Research Centre (CIRA), which is in charge of developing unmanned space Flying Test Beds (FTB) to test advanced technologies during flight. The first USV Dropped Transonic Flight Test (named DTFT1) was carried out in February 2007 with the first vehicle configuration of USV program (named FTB1) (see Russo et al., 2007 for details) . For this mission, a conventional control architecture was implemented. DTFT1 was then used as a benchmark application for comparison among different advanced control techniques. This comparison aimed at choosing the most suited control technique to be used for the subsequent, more complex, dropped flight test, named DTFT2, successfully carried out on April 2010. To this end, three techniques were selected after a dedicated literature survey, namely:  -Control with Fuzzy Logic Gain-Scheduling  Direct Adaptive Model Following Control  Probabilistic Robust Control Synthesis In the next sections, the above techniques will be briefly described with particular emphasis on their application to DTFT1 mission. In sec. 5 the performance analysis carried out for comparison among the different techniques will be presented.
Fuzzy scheduled MU-controller 2.1 The H∞ control problem
The H∞ Control Theory (Zhou & Doyle, 1998) rises as response to the deficiencies of the classical Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control theory of the 1960s applications. The general problem formulation is described through the following equations: 

where P is the nominal plant, u is the control variable, y is the measured variable, w is an exogenous signals (such as disturbances) and z is the error signal to be minimized. The generic control scheme is depicted in It can be shown that closed-loop transfer function from w to z can be obtained via lower linear fractional transformation (Zhou & Doyle, 1998) . Therefore H ∞ control problem is to find a stabilizing controller, K, which minimizes
where l F is the lower linear fractional transformation from w to z and  is the singular value of specified transfer function. For what concerns Nominal Performance Problem, it is required that error z is kept as small as possible. To this end, a new generalized plant can be considered (see the dashed line). The weighting function penalizes the infinite-norm of new plant to achieve required performances. In the same way, Robust Stability Problem can be solved applying Small Gain Theorem (Zhou & Doyle, 1998) ). Hence a general scheme for Robust Performance Problem is the following one:
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It is clear from the figures that all above problem formulations can be always rearranged to solve the same general H ∞ problem. It is worth noting that for what concerns Robust Performance Case, (s) matrix has a diagonal block structure. Plant uncertainties can be structured like mixed (real and complex) uncertainties. Unfortunately H ∞ problem only deals with unstructured full complex (s), so optimal (or sub-optimal) controller might be very conservative. -analysis and synthesis try to solve this issue by dealing with structured uncertainties.
-synthesis framework
The brief discussion of previous paragraph has shown how to design an H ∞ controller starting from a generalized plant. Required performances are achieved through optimal (or sub-optimal) controller by means of weighting functions of a generalized plant. In the same way, robust stability is achieved together with performances by solving Robust Performance Problem. Let where D matrix allows scaling the process taking into account structured uncertainties from z to w. A commonly used methodology to solve the above problem is DK-iterations algorithm (Zhou & Doyle, 1998 ) that sequentially performs two parameter minimization: first minimizing over K with D fixed, then minimizing over D with K fixed, then again over K, and again over D, etc. The algorithm runs until a fixed bound is achieved and final K is the desired controller.
Fuzzy scheduling
Each controller developed using the technique described in the previous sections can be considered as a "local" controller, since it might not guarantee the same performances "far away" from design point (or outside a given region of flight envelope). If that region does not cover flight envelope of interest, a controller scheduling is necessary. Many techniques and methodology have been investigated in literature (Nichols et al., 1993; Pedrycz & Peters, 1997; Hyde & Glover, 1993) , but no one guarantees that scheduled controller provides robust performance to be achieved by closed loop system. In (Pedrycz & Peters, 1997) , authors present a general approach to a fuzzy interpolation of different LTI controllers. Although controllers are PID with different gains, the technique can be easily generalized to more complex LTI systems.
For what concerns application of fuzzy scheduling for the proposed DTFT application, a sort of fuzzy gain scheduling technique has been implemented using an approach similar to the one described in (Pedrycz & Peters, 1997 ).
Considering a system with dynamics described by the following equations:
and a family of equilibrium points (x ei , y ei , u ei ), with i=1, 2, ..., c. System linearization leads to the following linear system:
For each linearized model it is possible to design a local (linear) controller, L1, L2, …, Lc, on which the overall control laws will be based. Let  1 ,  2 , ..  c be fuzzy relations whose activation levels require specific control actions; the computations of control are then regulated by smooth, centre of gravity type of switching:
Adaptive control system
Direct Adaptive Model Following (DAMF) is a Model Reference Control Strategy with strong robustness properties obtained through the use of direct adaptation of control loop gains in order to achieve a twofold objective: zero error between output of reference model and output of real plant and furthermore minimization of control effort. The proposed adaptation algorithm is based on Lyapunov theory. Hereinafter a brief mathematical description of the method, fully reported in (Kim et al., 2003) , will be given. Starting from generic linear model of a plant: 
where y m is the desired output for the plant, r is the reference signal, A m and B m represent the reference linear system dynamics. Control laws structure is defined as:
where G 0 , C 0 and v are adaptive control gains, while K 0 is a feed-forward gain matrix off-line computed. It is possible to demonstrate that the following adaptation rules for control laws parameters: 
imply the non-positiveness of Lyapunov candidate function derivative:
which guarantees the asymptotical stability for the error dynamic system (Kim et al., 2003) . Matrix P is the solution of Lyapunov equation:
With reference to the implementation of adaptive technique for DTFT1 benchmark application, detailed scheme of MIMO controller is reported in Fig. 6 . The design parameters of both inner and outer loops consist of a few number of matrices. First of all, Reference Dynamics are expressed by means of two matrices A m and B m with limitation that B m must be chosen invertible. Desired error dynamic is regulated by means of A e . Through this matrix it is also possible to modify system capability to reject noise and disturbances, thus defining the shape of closed loop system bandwidth. The matrix Q in Eq. (14) is used to specify tracking performance requirements of output variables. Finally, parameters and are used to regulate the adaptive capability of control gains. Large values imply quick adaptivity and vice versa. Fig. 6 is made of two MIMO control loops. The inner one is referred to the rates (p, q, r) regulation, while the outer one is used to control both angle of attack () and roll angle (). Either MIMO controllers are designed with Adaptive Model Following (AMF) control technique above described.
In the following table a brief description of which variables have been used for the design of both inner and outer loops is given. 
Probabilistic robust controller
Within the stochastic paradigm for control system design/analysis, the meaning of robustness is moved from its well known deterministic sense to a probabilistic one. Indeed, it is claimed that a certain property of a control system is "almost" robustly satisfied, if it holds for "most" of the occurrences of uncertain variables. In other words, a risk that this property is violated by a set of uncertainties with small probability measure is considered acceptable. Nevertheless, from a computational point of view, assessing probabilistic robustness of a given property may be more difficult than the deterministic case, since it requires the computation of a multi-dimensional probability integral. This problem is overcome by means of randomized algorithms which estimate performance probability by randomly sampling the uncertainty space, and computing bounds on the estimation error. Since estimated probability is itself a random quantity, this method always entails a certain risk of failure, i.e. there exists a nonzero probability of making an erroneous estimation. These algorithms have low complexity and are associated to robustness bounds which are less conservative than classical ones, obviously at the expense of a non deterministic result. Randomization can be effectively used for control synthesis, by means of two different approaches. The first one aims at designing controllers that satisfy a given performance specification for most values of uncertainties, i.e. that are robust in a probabilistic sense, while the second one aims at finding a controller that maximizes the mean value of performance index, thus in the latter case the objective is to obtain a controlled system that guarantees the best performance on average (Tempo et al., 2005) . For what concerns the use of this technique for DTFT1 benchmark application, the second approach has been used. The approach used for controller synthesis was to look for a controller that (probabilistically) minimizes the mean value of the performance index, thus the objective was to obtain a controlled system that guarantees the best performance on average. Performance function for the uncertain system is first defined:
the above function gives a measure of system performance for a given value of uncertainty . In this application the function u is the following Boolean function which represents the "failure" of a given controller, that is,  1 f a given system property is not satisifed
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Controller C opt will be the one guaranteeing that the expected value of performance function u(,C) is minimized:
An approximate solution can be obtained by means of randomized algorithms which are based on sampling both uncertainty set  and controller set C. To this end, two separate problem need to be solved: first, an estimate of the expected value is computed, then this estimate is minimized.
identically distributed (i.i.d.) controllers C 1 , C 2 , … ,C M  C are extracted according to their probability density function f C (C); an estimation of the minimum value is then given by:
It is possible to demonstrate (Tempo et al., 2005) 
It can be demonstrated (Tempo et al., 2005) In order to compute a probabilistic controller, equations ( 20) and ( 23) 
The randomized probabilistic controller is given by: For what concerns the implementation of the above technique to the benchmark application, a fixed control system architecture (inherited from GNC system of DTFT1) has been chosen and its parameters have been optimized according to a stochastic technique. Since controller gains are scheduled with dynamic pressure, controller design have been carried out by optimizing scheduling parameters through stochastic synthesis. In particular, once the controller structure is defined, stochastic optimization allows selecting the optimum controller parameters also accounting for all the uncertain parameters, mainly vehicle and environment ones. For each candidate vector of control parameters, success rate is computed according to a pre-specified figure of merit and the applied uncertainties. 
Numerical analysis
In this section the results of a numerical analysis carried out in order to compare performance and robustness of the developed control systems will be presented. The activity has been carried out in the framework of Unmanned Space Vehicle (USV) program of Italian Aerospace Research Centre (CIRA), which is in charge of developing unmanned space Flying Test Beds (FTB) to test advanced technologies during flight. The first USV Dropped Transonic Flight Test (named DTFT1) was accomplished in February 2007 with the first vehicle configuration of USV program (named FTB1) (Russo et al., 2007) . In this mission, a conventional control architecture was implemented. DTFT1 was then used as a benchmark application for comparison among different advanced control techniques. This comparison aimed at choosing the most suited control technique to be used for subsequent dropped flight test, named DTFT2, carried out on April 2010. In the figure below the trajectory of DTFT1 mission in the plane Mach-altitude is depicted. In order to compare the advanced controllers described in previous sections, the following scenarios have been identified:  robustness to parametric uncertainties, namely aerodynamic ones  robustness to initial state displacement  robustness to navigation errors (sensor noise)  robustness to actuator failures Within this framework, control laws robustness is the capability of guaranteeing performances and stability of control systems in presence of above uncertainties. Numerical evaluation reported in this section have been carried out using a complete 6 Dof model of FTB1 vehicle together with Atmospheric Model, wind model, Hydraulic Actuator System, Air Data System, Inertial Measurement System and control laws. Parametric uncertainties have been accounted for by considering a particular aerodynamic configuration (hereafter called the worst configuration) which was identified as the aerodynamic uncertainty configuration leading to worst dynamic behaviour of FTB1 vehicle, in terms of stability, damping and control derivatives that mainly affect stability properties. Two test cases, named 0 C , and 0 C , have been accomplished with both nominal conditions (nominal initial state, zero navigation errors, no failure, etc.) and worst aerodynamic configuration respectively. For what concerns robustness to initial state displacement, several off-nominal conditions in terms of Euler angles and angular rates have been considered (see the following table). Nominal DTFT1 initial state in terms of attitude, heading and angular rates is: C ) and worst aerodynamic configuration (case 10 C ) without any initial state have displacement. As far as robustness to actuator failures is concerned, a rudder failure occurring after 30 s from vehicle's drop has been simulated, in particular a jam of the right rudder. It is worth noting that in this case ( 11 C ) both initial state and aerodynamic configuration are nominal. All the benchmark scenarios are summarized in the following Fig. 11 . Case 0 C -Incidence Angles
Initial State Displacement
As it can be seen from the figures, performances of all control algorithms are globally satisfactory. It is worth noting that Mu-controller shows a light unstable behaviour on sideslip angle around 50 s in worst case configuration, but it is however rapidly damped in www.intechopen.com few seconds. For what concerns uncertainties to initial state displacement, several cases have been considered with different attitude and angular velocity at vehicle drop. In the following figures, for sake of brevity, only the cases 5 C and 8 C are reported. They refer to initial state conditions 1 I and 4 I with worst aerodynamic configuration (see Table 4 ). As mentioned earlier, in order to evaluate control algorithms capabilities to face disturbances such as navigation errors, two test cases have been considered, i.e. nominal and worst aerodynamic configuration (cases 9 C and 10 C ) without any initial state displacement. The comparison between controllers is reported in the following figure, only with reference to the case 10 C for sake of simplicity. Simulations show an acceptable robustness to sensor noise. A small effect on incidence angles, in terms of reduced damping, is shown by stochastic controller. Finally algorithms robustness to an actuator failure has been evaluated. In particular a rudder jamming at t=30 s has been simulated. The comparison between the controllers has shown that: 1. Stochastic controller guarantees the best performances for what concerns the tracking of AoA and AoS and it always meets performance requirements. Anyway, it presents some light oscillations on lateral and directional dynamics in worst aerodynamic configuration. 2. -controller guarantees the best tracking performance in terms of roll angle, much better than required (3 deg error), but in some cases it fails to meet performance requirements on AoA and AoS (see 6 C and 11 C ). 3. Adaptive Controller guarantees almost good tracking performances even though they are never better than the other two controllers. In any case, performance requirements are always met. Based on the above considerations, the controller obtained by means of stochastic synthesis was considered the most suited for the DTFT2 scopes, so it was selected (after a fine tuning) as a part of an advanced GNC system for DTFT2 mission, successfully carried out on April 2010. In fact, despite the limitation of using an 'a priori' fixed control structure, control laws obtained though the stochastic synthesis have the following good features:  excellent performances and good stability properties in spite of large uncertainties affecting the system;  simple control structures while guaranteeing robust performances and stability as well as low computational effort and implementation simplicity.
Conclusions
Over the last decades many efforts have been spent to develop advanced control techniques for aerospace applications, aimed at overcoming limitations of commonly used control techniques, mainly lack of robustness against various uncertainties affecting the system to be controlled. The importance of a robust control system is readily understood when space reentry applications are considered. Indeed, these applications have some distinctive features, mainly related to the lack of stationary equilibrium conditions along the trajectories, to the wide flight envelope characterizing the missions (from hypersonic flight regime to subsonic one) and to the high level of uncertainty in the knowledge of vehicle aerodynamic parameters. The development of an advanced control system having robustness capabilities is one of the goals of research activities carried out by Italian Aerospace Research Centre in the framework of USV program. In order to select a control strategy having the advantages above discussed, three candidate control techniques have been compared with the aim of selecting the most suited one for the second dropped flight test of USV program, named DTFT2, successfully carried out on April 2010. The three techniques are:  -Controller with Fuzzy Logic Gain-Scheduling  Direct Adaptive Model Following Control  Probabilistic Robust Control Synthesis In order to evaluate the robustness capabilities of proposed control algorithms, a numerical robustness analysis has been performed. Performances and stability of candidate control techniques have been evaluated in presence of several sources of uncertainties (aerodynamics, initial state, etc.) and failure scenarios.
